Vacancy Mobile Developer (iOS, Android)

Vacancy

We are asked to recruit a Mobile Developer (iOS, Android) for one of our clients on a permanent base:
Are you the passionate mobile developer who can join our clients team in the quickly evolving world of
mobility and wearables? You have coding skills and aim for the highest possible user experience! Your
products will be available in the Appstore of Apple and/ or Android.
We have fast growing online solutions with end-users in accounting, manufacturing and distribution for
small business and their accountants. You make it possible that our international clients have a state to
the art solutions to manage their business and conduct powerful analysis at any place, any time and
with any device.
The mobile solutions are one of the most important aspects in our proposition portfolio. You will be part
of an international and highly motivated mobile team in endeavouring to provide for the best possible
experience.
Job responsibilities

Your job responsibilities as a mobile developer







Take charge and ownership for delivering the best
Build great features for iOS and Android (native or hybrid)
Work closely with product management, designers and users
Rapidly recognise and solve issues pro-actively
Always look for the latest trends and always consider the best platforms to deliver on the user
value
Share your knowledge with your co-workers. Inspire your team!

Qualifications

What makes you our clients most interesting mobile developer?




You a bachelor's degree in computer science (or equivalent level)
You have experience in all aspects of mobile development (either in the App Store or at Google
Play)
You have outstanding skills in one of our mobile platforms, reflect on native, hybrid or mobile
web constantly. And your have the basics to be a full stack developer. The .NET platform must

be a place you call home.
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You have an inventive mind-set that interprets into inspirational features
You have a passion for providing in great apps (both technical and in design)



You are proficient in English, both verbally and in writing

Job Offer

What can you expect?



You will receive a competitive salary based on a 40 hour work week, dependent on your level of
education and work experience.
You a contracted for one year, but you are hired tot stay.



You will work in an striving and global organisation.

Interested?

Please send an email to Josanne@prophia.nl with enclosed your resume, when you have taken an
interest in this vacancy.
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